
6.3 update 1 fixes list.txt
The list below includes fixes provided in all Team Developer versions since 
TD6.3 was released.

 Key         Summary
  --- -------

 TD-17490 Unable to set toolbar background color to white
 TD-18059 TAB BAR Page Image: In design-time, TD does not find/display a 

page image even if image in a folder listed in Preferences/Directories App Path
 TD-18239 Problem with multiple monitors when the TD IDE is placed on 

monitor 2. The find and replace dialog (CTRL-F) splits between the screens
 TD-19100 Unable to control the column width during SalGridPrintPreview( )
 TD-19126 Team Developer IDE disables KAXAML when the Build Type is: .NET 

SAL Library (DLL)
 TD-20530 Input mask influences setting MyValue
 TD-20638 SalThemeSet does not work correctly with number of themes
 TD-20882 Couple of IDE rendering issues
 TD-20950 .Net compilation error referencing function inherited by 

cOutlineListBox
 TD-21084 ListView does not trigger SAM_Click when using keys
 TD-21138 WPF Desktop and Browser crash when pressing the "Alt" key when 

using the Ribbon Bar
 TD-21143 Display setting change changes the number of detail rows 

displayed
 TD-21228 SalSetFocus selects the wrong radio button
 TD-21238 Tooltip does not show for trees if there is no room to show at 

the bottom of the leaf
 TD-21249 Displaying context menu in a grid deselects the last row 

selected
 TD-21309 Assigning value to a combobox generates SAM_Click
 TD-21311 LegendText does not work as it did in older versions
 TD-21376 JP LOCALE user input in a GRID cell does not honor 

bMaxDataLengthInBytes / Max DataLengt property
 TD-21383 Row header defined with specific width using 

SalTblDefineRowHeader is not shown correctly when center justified
 TD-21388 Vertical borders in report are not correct
 TD-21417 Right part of status bar truncates depending on the size of the 

top level window
 TD-21419 It is not possible to watch instance variables values while 

debugging
 TD-21427 SalMessageBox not centered on modeless dialogs
 TD-21428 SalMessageBox: does not take TOPMOST style into account
 TD-21430 bMaxDataLengthInBytes is not observed when the app is run the 

second time
 TD-21431 The border does not show up in XBAB mode
 TD-21433 SQL Anywhere INSERT error: Cannot convert to
 TD-21436 Page reset is not working
 TD-21472 cQuickColumn allows users to enter data beyond the visible range
 TD-21500 WM_MenuSelect isn't sent to a form when submenu is closed
 TD-21586 Popupmenu close behavior different between executable and 

debugmode
 TD-21709 The drop down does not show all the items that are to be listed
 TD-21721 Page break bug introduced in TD 6.2 SP3r.
 TD-21723 Button in Grid Cell does not select correct row
 TD-21725 SALMAIL POP3 non SSL port 110 unable to connect to some POP3 

server
 TD-21741 When an attachment is sent via MailSend to an email with domain 

other than the sender, it gets renamed
 TD-21751 DrawMode set to 1 does not clear the graph anymore
 TD-21798 Problem with option buttons on tabs
 TD-21819 SalTblQueryFocus returns the wrong values when clicking on a 

checkbox in the grid
 TD-21820 DrawMode=6 displays a Save File dialog with the new chart 

control
 TD-21830 Maximizing and then minimizing the mdi child creates vertical 

scroll unnecessarily
 TD-21903 Second x axis bucket is unnecessarily created in the chart 

control
 TD-21912 Grid Column CheckBox Issue
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 TD-21913 After creating a modal dialog, clicking on multiline edit field 

has no effect
 TD-21918 Context menu does not show up on right click on a data field 

after displaying a dialog
 TD-21922 Ribbon menu bar does not collapse after using the menus
 TD-21927 Grid column width is incorrect
 TD-21942 Mouse caret cursor cannot be set in datafield in specific 

scenario
 TD-21959 In a table cell, keyboard accelerator is not observed
 TD-21963 DateTimePicker - Error 210 : invalid long field number
 TD-21969 Popup menu gets 'locked' under certain conditions
 TD-21977 Actiprosoftware Unlicensed
 TD-21978 Close button doesn't work on top-level windows
 TD-21979 GAILBase.apl 6.3 still references cdlli62.dll in the external 

functions
 TD-21980 TD 6.3 Dialog Boxes smaller than in 6.2
 TD-21982 Bookmarks do not work on any non-English O/S
 TD-21983 cSplitter and splitterwindow do not work
 TD-21985 TD crashes after changing the Chart Control properties
 TD-21988 Print includes extra characters at the end
 TD-21998 Angle in Chart Control Properties are not visible in TD6.3
 TD-22008 "The new Office 2013: ""Office 2010 (Release 2) Metro"" theme 

should be named ""Office 2013"""
 TD-22010 A call to a function in qwaxi63.dll makes TD 6.3 crash
 TD-22013 Chart control has issues with its number fields
 TD-22016 Add table column flag COL_AllowEnterKey
 TD-22029 Listbox in a tab window has two scroll bars
 TD-22050 Clearing QuickGraph causes GPF
 TD-22062 "TD .NET exception leading to error ""Field not Found"""
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